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Favorite Indian Restaurant can be like a slice of India right in the East Bay. The East Bay is known
for great food, but is not normally associated with great Indian food. The East Bay is known for its
great Chinese, Japanese, and other traditional Asian cuisines, as well as the great seafood that is
made possible by the close proximity to the ocean. Indian food is more closely associated with cities
like New York and Los Angeles. However, good Indian Food is definitely available in the East Bay,
and Favorite Indian Restaurant is a testament to this fact with food delivery from your local
restauraunt delivery.

This restaurant serves many traditional Indian classics, as well as new twists on old recipes. Indian
food is widely known for its snack delicacies, and Favorite Indian Restaurant has these aplenty. For
instance, the restaurant offers up its version of the classic Indian dish vegetable pakoras. Pakoras
are perhaps the most popular Indian snack food. Pakoras can be seen as a sort of "comfort food"
for the Indians, since they often are associated with happy memories with the family while growing
up. They are also associated with holidays and other special occasions.

Pakoras are deep fried and consist of various vegetables covered in a dough mixture. The chickpea
flour that is used to produce pakoras gives the pakora its lovely, unique flavor that makes it so
widely sought-after for food lovers all around. At Favorite Indian Restaurant the parkoras are
generally served as an appetizer portion, but sometimes people will order these and eat them alone
for a meal. Either way is acceptable. There are both vegetarian and non-vegetarian pakoras
available at Favoriate Indian Restaurant.

For many people, Indian food is a way to step into an exotic world while being comforted by the
warm and savory flavors. Another popular dish that accomplishes this is chicken biryani. Biryani is a
rice-based dish and is absolutely succulent in its flavorings. Some people consider biryani almost
synonymous with Indian food. It is traditionally considered a high delicacy, which is why it is
associated with use at formal celebrations such as Indian weddings and the like. Biryani makes a
great main course because it is so delicious and filling. Biryani does take a long time to prepare
because of its complex flavor profile, but it is well worth the wait because it tastes so good.

Favorite Indian Restaurant has locations in Hayward and San Ramon. These multiple locations
make it pretty easy for most Indian food lovers in the East Bay to get their fix. Favorite Indian
Restaurant has call service, so you can call in to order your food before you come to pick it up. This
makes it very convenient for families on the go who have a craving for good Indian food but do not
want the hassle of having to go out for the night on a weeknight. Favorite Indian Restaurant also
takes reservations, making it a good choice for a guaranteed night out on the town in San Ramon or
Hayward.
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